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Replacing Wall Switches
• Remove fuse or fl ip switch to turn
off circuit.
• Unscrew and remove face plate.
• Unscrew top and bottom mounting
screws and pull switch body out of
junction box.
• Loosen terminal screws to free
switch from circuit wires.
• To replace, reverse steps. Fit loops
on the end of the wire to terminals
so the curve runs clockwise.
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Replacing Plugs
Detach the cord from the outlet and/or appliance. To replace the end that
plugs into the wall outlet:
Loop wires
around prong,
wise.
• Cut off the old plug plus 1 inch of cord.
• Split the insulation 2 inches to separate wi res.
• Strip insulation from % inch of each tip, then scrape wire until bright (without
nicking it).
• Tie an underwriter's knot (as shown above).
• Form a loop on each wire so it curls clockwise"around its terminal.
• Tighten terminals to hold wires securely.
To replace the end that plugs into the appliance:
• Cut off the old plug plus 1 inch of cord.
• Separate the halves of the new plug.
• Strip insulation far enough to make hooks fit around the terminals.
• Secure the contacts by ~ightening terminal screws.
• Screw or clasp the halves of the plug together.
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Replacing Convenience Outlets
• Shut off the circuit by removing the fuse or flipping the switch at the circuit
box.
• Unscrew and remove the outlet face plate.
• Unscrew mounting screws at top and bottom (or either side) of the unit and pull
it out of the junction box.
• Loosen the set screws to free wires from the terminal.
Replace with the new outlet by reversing the steps, being sure to attach the
black wires to the dark terminals and the light wires to the silvery terminals. If there
is a green wire, it is a ground wire. Attach it to the ground terminal at one end of
the outlet.
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